




the worlds smallest portable Alexa speaker



A world of knowledge in your Pocket.

Alexa is normally confined to the home Wi-Fi network, but with the (free) Boompods App you can now take Alexa anywhere! This opens up a whole new 
world for Alexa, for example you’re traveling and can’t speak the language, no problem ask Alexa to translate “where’s the nearest hotel”, order a drink, 
Ask for direction,  find the nearest bar and obviously just play your music.









Alexa can now work at the press of a button anywhere, so 

when your away you can ask Alexa how to make a campfire 

or translate where's the nearest hotel. 

Rhythm speaker is not only Alexa enabled it also has 7 

integrated light modes ranging from reacting to your music, 

setting as mood lighting or as a torch.

Fully 
Waterproof

Wireless Speaker with Lightshow and Alexa built-in



Rhythm speaker has 7 integrated light modes ranging from 

reacting to your music, mood lighting or simply as a torch, it 

also connects to your phones camera and can remotely 

activate it so you can set up that perfect selfie shot.

Fully 
Waterproof

Wireless Speaker with Lightshow and Selfie remote

Selfie Button

Selfie Button





Powerful 24 Watt stereo wireless speaker with 10 light modes that can 

sync to your music or set as mood lighting.  IPX5 rugged waterproof 

construction also makes this the perfect speaker to use around the 

house, by the pool or on an outdoor adventure.  Dual pair 2 speakers 

for extra BOOM and true stereo power!







At home 

by the beach 

in the wilderness





Massive sound through nano speaker technology and a passive bass system. Designed to be truly shock and water-resistant, with a 

multi-layered design that makes it rock hard.

Features an integrated braided cable, inspired by climbing ropes, that’s strong enough to hang with you on your next adventure.



Tough water-resistant speaker with an integrated rugged silicone strap that works as a stand or can

stretch to clip-on anywhere, so you never need to be without your music.

Talk to Alexa anywhere with the touch of the Hi) button.

pocket size speaker with Alexa built-in



aquablaster
Ultimate travel companion



Aquablaster - Boompods Alexa enabled portable speaker

Alexa enabled so you have all the information you need at a touch of a button.  

Launch the Boompods app and access Alexa wherever you are. Compact, tough, 

and waterproof.  Mount on your bike, use in the shower or hang off your bag, the 

perfect travel companion.

aquablaster











Totally wireless earphones built for those hooked on sport! Ergonomically crafted for comfort and stability the 

over-ear hooks give extra security for the most extreme sports, workouts and adventures. Instant connection 

straight out of the box. Customize your sound and controls with the Boompods App. 

  





   hrs  lay

Ergonomic shape for secure fit, Bluetooth 5 Instant pair & solid connection without breakout, 7-hour play on 
one charge & a staggering 27 hours when using the included pocket-size charging case. ENC microphones 
within the stork design to ensure clear phone calling and Boompods own Free app allows full control over tap 
function EQ and game mode setting.





   hrs  lay





Simple by design. In-ear secure fit creates a passive noise cancelling 

which brings clarity and stunning premium audio with rich bass. 

Effortless touch-sensitive control, long battery life, stable connection, 

fast charging and close mic for clear phone calls.

Perfectly packaged in its own compact travel charging case that will 

extend 

   hrs  lay

Bassline TWS





Omnidirectional microphone                          Bluetooth 5

Active Noise Cancelling premium True wireless

Dual-layer 10mm drivers                             Easy touch control

USB-C or Wireless Charing compatible 



  



        

Secure ergonomic fit creates a passive 

noise cancelling bringing clarity & 

premium audio with rich bass.  

ENC- MIC for noise cancelling phone 

calls creating crystal clear calls.   

Touch sensitive control.   

Long 20Hrs battery.   

Instant stable connection.   

Fast USB-C charging.









Digital Apple Lightning Connector designed to give you a fine tuned powerful
acoustic experience with deep rich bass and an ergonomic comfortable fit.
Incredibly strong stylish braided cable with BOOMFLEX strain relief junction
making a cable strong enough to go on any adventure.

Improve your groove.



Digital USB-C Connector designed to
give you a fine tuned powerful
acoustic experience with deep rich
bass and an ergonomic comfortable
fit. Incredibly strong stylish braided
cable with BOOMFLEX strain relief
junction making a cable strong
enough to go on any adventure.

Improve your groove.





Sound that performs. In-ear sweat resistant earbuds designed for
the active user. Ergonomic earpiece for maximum comfort and
mouldable ear hook to keep locked place.

I got this





         

Ergonomic in-ear design creates passive noise cancelling
which brings clarity and stunning bass to your music. Inline
remote features; 3 EQ settings, mic, play, pause and switch
track functions, compatible with all smartphones. Magnetic
necklace design allows you to have them around your neck
when not in use and have ready to go.

Every one’s a DJ



Feel the silence
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Give your ears ear a HUG! with boompods PILLOWFOAM™. headpods pro use our new PILLOWFOAM™ cushioned ear 
pads that eliminate any discomfort from wearing headphones for long periods, and guaranteed to make you go ahhhh.



Headpods MAX - the work & play headset. The detachable noise cancelling mic
picks up your voice and eliminates environmental sounds around you, so your voice
remains clear. Once you’re done with work you can remove the Mic, use as a regular
headphone, and enjoy the clear sound from the 40mm drivers with extra bass and
clear mid-tones. Anodised metal construction and memory foam earcups keeping
the pressure off your ears providing all-day
comfort.

ENC Microphone for crystal clear calls
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Solar charging 10,000mAh powerbank with integrated torch.  Rugged design that is 
water and impact resistant ready for what your next adventure throws at it. 

Highly efficient solar cells by leader in solar cell manufacture SUNPOWER®.  Cells are 
so efficient they even draw power on a cloudy day! Solaris can be recharged in two 
ways, by USB or simply take it to the great outdoors.



Powerboom your tech. This 10,000mAh rugged waterproof Powerbank has a
thin strong compact design that can hang on your backpack or stash in your
pocket. Also Includes a high powered integrated torch. The Powerboom X is
more than ready for your next adventure.

          

          

    









Eclipse mini will wirelessly charge any Qi-enabled smartphone, it will deliver up to 10 watts of fast stable power. Integrated rubber grips keep your phone on charge.

Keeping it tidy



Convert use your wired headphones to work with Apple Lightning socket

Incredibly strong stylish braided 3.5mm audio to Apple Lightning adapter. BOOMFLEX strain relief junction making a
cable strong enough to go on any adventure. Quickly connect your favourite headphones and enjoy your music
digitally through Apple Lightning connection.

Improve your groove 





Convert use your wired headphones to work with USB-C mobile sockets

Incredibly strong stylish braided 3.5mm audio to USB-C adapter. BOOMFLEX
strain relief junction making a cable strong enough to go on any adventure.
Quickly connect your favourite headphones and enjoy your music digitally
through USB-C connection.

Improve your groove 



  

GO REALLY LONG

2 metre/6.5ft long enough to easily charge anywhere and giving you plenty 
of room to be comfortable with your Apple device. Includes the Boompods 

Velcro tie for neat cable management. 



Incredibly strong stylish Armour braided USB to USB-C cable, with Boompods
BOOMFLEX strain relief junction making a cable strong enough to go on any
adventure and quickly sync and charge to your mobile devices.

BOOMFLEX technology holds the cable strong but allows internal
movement stopping possible internal fractures over time. Armour
tensile weave technology is at the heart of each internal wire adding
further strength, and if that wasn’t enough we added a larger piece
right at the core creating a virtually indestructible backbone to hold
it all together.

USB-A to USB-C Cable

  



No need for multiple cables, this Incredibly strong stylish 
Armour  braided 1.5 metre cable has 3 integrated 
connections; USB-C, Lightning and micro-USB connection.

  

I'm all you need



The new benchmark in charging 



Fast Charge with Boompods 30W USB-C Mains Charger 
providing ultra-fast charging for USB-C PD-enabled devices.  
Fast charge an iPhone 8 or later from 0–50% in 30 minutes or 
charge a MacBook Air from 0–50% in just 70 minutes*.

Two charging ports, 30W USB-C and 18W USB-A port, each 
providing fast charge to iPhone, Samsung, and other 
compatible devices and you can charge 2 devices at the same 
time. 

Power-down protection keeps your devices safe from 
overcurrent and overvoltage damage.






